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Abstract—A methodology first introduced in [1] is further
developed for performance analysis of 3GPP LTE systems with
detailed modeling of PHY, MAC and RLC protocol layers taking
relays with wireless backhaul and picocells with wired backhaul
into account. CDFs, means and percentiles of spectral efficiency
on various protocol layers are calculated for any grid point in a
cell and for the whole cell in a multi-cell scenario, respectively.
Systems employing either multiple relay cells or multiple pico
cells per cell are evaluated w.r.t. cell spectral efficiency and
cell edge user spectral efficiency. The paper presents as a main
contribution results for LTE systems enhanced by three small
cells per cell. According to computational complexity of the
analysis, so far results are known for one small cell per cell,
only.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectral efficiency (SE), namely normalized user throughput
capacity, is defined as maximum user throughput divided by
channel bandwidth [2]. It is the number of correctly received
bits normalized by the consumed resources in both time and
frequency domain. Thus, SE is strongly related to resource
consumption and residual error ratio.
We study the relay enhanced 3GPP LTE system model for

downlink as illustrated in Fig. 1. On the physical (PHY) layer,
adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is adopted where
the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) depends on signal
to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at the user terminal
(UT) and is chosen to keep block error rate (BLER) below
0.1%. On the medium access control (MAC) and the radio
link control (RLC) layers, hybrid automatic repeat request
(H-ARQ) and selective repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) protocols are
applied, respectively.
A decode and forward (DF) relay node (RN) forwards

Internet protocol (IP) packets on the network layer received
over a wireless backhaul link from the donor base station (BS)
and transmitted to UTs served by access links of the respective
RN [3]. We consider so-called in-band relaying where the
radio resources of the backhaul link are provided from the
total of resources available to a donor BS. The SE of a two-
hop link is greater than that of a one-hop link, if

• total amount of resources needed on both backhaul link
and access link together for two-hop transmission is

smaller than required for one-hop transmission, and
• remaining error rate is below a given margin.
It has been found in [4] that macro BS and RN should

operate on orthogonal radio resources, since operation on the
same resources does not provide a SE gain. Further, resources
for the backhaul link of each RN are exclusively reserved by
macro BS and not available to serve UTs. If a wired instead
of a wireless backhaul is used, a RN degenerates to a pico BS
operated on orthogonal radio resources of the macro BS 1. We
compare small cells enhanced LTE networks either based on
RNs or pico BSs.
In this work SE on system level is analytically evaluated on

downlink for LTE systems enhanced by either three RNs per
cell or three pico BSs per cell using a method based on signal
flow graphs (SFGs) [5].

II. RELATED WORK

In [1][6] an analytical methodology is introduced to model
various protocol layer specific aspects of the one-hop 3GPP
LTE system in very detail. SE map is calculated for a multi-
cell scenario. Cell SE (CSE) and cell edge user SE (CEUSE)
are also derived.
In [7][8] this methodology is extended to cover two-hop

transmission of DF-relaying. SINR threshold dependent asso-
ciation of UTs to radio access points (RAPs) is introduced,
where RAP may be macro BS, DF-RN or pico BS, but
only one DF-RN or pico BS per cell is permitted owing to
computational complexity reasons.
In this work the methodology is extended to be able to

evaluate three DF-RNs or three pico BSs per macro cell.
As far as we know this is the first mathematical model able
to calculate in a multi-cell scenario with realistic inter-cell
interference SE map, CSE and CEUSE for LTE systems, where
a macro cell is enhanced with multiple small cells, either relay
cells or pico cells.
In [4] the same scenario as studied in this work is investi-

gated optimizing locations of RNs for highest capacity through

1Another possible view on this is that the backhaul link is provided out-
of-band, enabling a comparison of RNs served in-band and out-of-band.
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Fig. 1. Relay enhanced LTE system model

simulated annealing. We take the optimum positions of RNs
found there as given in our analysis. It is found that macro BS
and RNs must use orthogonal radio resources, since otherwise
mutual interference would be so high to inhibit any capacity
gain from relays. In [9] a similar scenario is studied, however
the same radio resources are used by macro BS and RNs
limiting the value of this work.

III. METHODOLOGY

The methodology called analytical framework comprises
probabilistic radio channel model, SFG models for PHY, MAC
and RLC layers in LTE, SFG model for two-hop transmission,
numeric conversion, and summation and scaling, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
The probabilistic radio channel model taken from [10] is

used to calculate CDF of SINR on downlink for backhaul link
(between BS and RN), access link (between RN and two-hop
UT) and direct link (between BS and one-hop UT) and decide
association of each UT to its RAP. According to the channel
model path loss considers both line of sight (LoS) and non LoS
(NLoS) radio propagation conditions, where LoS probability
is a function of distance bridged.
Protocol layer specific SFG models comprise either two

moment generating functions (MGFs) of resource consump-
tion for backhaul link and access link of a two-hop UT, or
one MGF for direct link of a one-hop UT based on CDF
of SINR for the respective link(s). A protocol layer specific
MGF is the transform of the probability distribution of radio
resource consumption for transmission of a protocol layer
specific service data unit (SDU). A MGF comprises a success

part corresponding to an error-free transmission and a failure
part representing transmission error.
The CDF of SINR for a certain link is an input to the PHY

layer SFG model to calculate the PHY layer MGF of resource
consumption for the respective link. The MGF of resource
consumption for a certain link of a lower protocol layer is an
input to the SFG model of the next higher protocol layer to
calculate its MGF of resource consumption for the respective
link. Thereby, various aspects of the LTE system protocol
layers are modeled and analyzed. On PHY layer, turbo coded
M-QAM BLER, AMC, Chase combining (CC) and overhead
in LTE radio frame for the DF-relay enhanced system are
taken into account. On MAC layer, H-ARQ protocol, resource
assignment failure and feedback misdetection are accounted
for. On RLC layer, segmentation of a RLC SDU into several
RLC protocol data units (PDUs), SR-ARQ protocol, feedback
loss and timeout for upcoming feedback are considered.
Given two MGFs of resource consumption as input, namely

one for backhaul link and the other for access link of a cer-
tain protocol layer, the SFG model for two-hop transmission
outputs a MGF of resource consumption for two-hop link of
the respective protocol layer, taking DF-relaying aspects into
account [3].
By numerically retransforming the MGF of resource con-

sumption, SE CDF is derived for arbitrary grid points from a
grid overlay to a cell. Multi-cell scenario SE map shows mean
for each grid point corresponding to a potential UT position
in the scenario.
By summation and scaling, SE CDF of the whole cell is

aggregated from CDFs valid for its grid points each represent-
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ing a small area element of the cell. SE CDF for the whole
cell is of specific interest, because its mean CSE and the 5th

percentile CEUSE are of particular importance to real world
systems, respectively [2].
Our analytical framework is capable to evaluate various

types of LTE systems. A relay-less system with BS only, a
relay enhanced system with wireless backhaul as specified
mandatory in 3GPP LTE Release 10 systems [3][11] and a
picocell enhanced system with wired backhaul, equivalent to
a relay enhanced system with backhaul operated out-of-band.
In [7] the Matlab program was capable to evaluate systems

with one small cell per macro cell only owing to computation
time, memory overflow and massive amount of input/output
data required. Recently we have managed to handle much
higher computational complexity of the model by improving
program performance substantially, enabling to handle three
small cells per macro cell by introducing the following mea-
sures:

• Profiling of computation time to avoid unnecessary com-
putation and replacement of costly functions by more
cost-efficient ones,

• Monitoring of memory usage to minimize memory allo-
cation by releasing occupied memory as soon as possible,
and

• Introduction of a new data structure for storage while
keeping the previous data structure for computation with
transforming between data structures.

Probabilistic radio channel model is introduced in [7] for
relay enhanced cells, where an SINR threshold based associ-
ation strategy [8] may be applied. SFG models and MGFs for
PHY, MAC and RLC layers are described in [1]. SFG model
and MGF for a relay enabled LTE system are analyzed in [7].

Numerical conversion from MGF of resource consumption to
probability distribution of SE is presented in [6].
We repeat from [1][6] derivation of MGF of MAC layer and

its numeric retransformation herein skipping most details, just
to show how to model and analyze a communication protocol
through MGF based on SFG and how to retransform MGF
into probability distribution, respectively.

A. Moment Generating Function

The MGF for the exit condition is derived from the re-
spective SFG. Parts corresponding to error-free and erroneous
transmission of a MAC SDU, respectively, are as follows.

GMAC,1(z) = suc[GMAC,1(z)] + err[GMAC,1(z)] (1)

suc[GMAC,1(z)] = p¬ASSIGN ERR · suc[GPHY (z)] (2)

err[GMAC,1(z)] = p¬ASSIGN ERR · err[GPHY (z)]

+pASSIGN ERR · (suc[GPHY (z)]

+err[GPHY (z)]) (3)

The MGF for the recursion can also be obtained from the
respective SFG straightforwardly but is omitted here.

B. Numeric Retransform

Without loss of generality, assume that GLayer(z) is the
MGF of a certain protocol layer and consists of a success part
suc[GLayer(z)] and a failure part err[GLayer(z)]. pi in Eq.
(4) represents the probability that an SDU with a given size
is transmitted on this protocol layer in the ith radio channel
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state. #PRBPi represents the number of physical resource
block pairs (PRBPs) consumed for such a transmission. ei in
Eq. (5) is the conditional probability that the transmission is
performed but fails and (pi − ei) in Eq. (6) is the conditional
probability that the transmission is carried out and succeeds.
ei
pi

is the error rate of such a transmission, while pi−ei
pi

is the
success rate.

GLayer(z) = suc[GLayer(z)] + err[GLayer(z)]

=
N∑

i=1

(pi · z#PRBPi) (4)

err[GLayer(z)] =

N∑

i=1

(ei · z#PRBPi) (5)

suc[GLayer(z)] =

N∑

i=1

((pi − ei) · z#PRBPi) (6)

Recall that SE is the number of successfully transmitted bits
normalized by the consumed resource in time and in band-
width [2]. Payload represents the number of transmitted bits
and, therefore, Payload·(pi−ei

pi
) is the number of successfully

transmitted bits.#PRBPi represents the number of consumed
PRBPs, each of which occupies 1 ms in time domain and 180
kHz in frequency domain. Hence, #PRBPi ·(10−3 ·180 ·103)
is the consumed resource in s · Hz. Consequently, pi is the

probability for SE equal to
payload· (pi−ei)

pi

#PRBPi·(10−3·180·103) , Eq. (7).

Prob[SpectralEfficiency[
bit

s ·Hz
]

=
payload · pi−ei

pi

#PRBPi · (10−3 · 180 · 103) ] = pi,

i = 1, 2, ..., N (7)

IV. RESULTS

The relay enhanced urban macro-cell (UMa) scenario [10]
shown in Fig. 3 is considered here as an example to be able to
present results of our model. Parameters for the relay enhanced
UMa scenario are given in Table I.
One BS, which performance parameters are evaluated, is

placed in the scenario center and three antennas are employed
by the BS above rooftop in height of 25 m at 30◦, 150◦ and
270◦, respectively, each establishing a cell. Three RNs per
cell are placed 0.95, 0.7 and 0.7 cell diameter away from the
center BS in antenna boresight direction, counter clockwise
18◦ and clockwise 18◦ rotated from the boresight direction,
respectively. One omnidirectional antenna is employed by the
RN and mounted below rooftop in height of 6.5 m. According
to [4] for a cell with three RNs this appears to be a close to
optimum position. Interference of one tier of six BSs each
with nine RNs is taken into account in the analysis.
RNs all use the same radio resources that are orthogonal in

time domain (so-called almost blank subframes) to the radio
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Fig. 3. Relay enhanced UMa scenario

resources used by BSs. A UT is either associated to the BS
or the RN, dependent on best received mean SINR.
The UMa path loss model comprising both LoS and NLoS

radio propagation condition is adopted, since the UMa scenario
is investigated here. A RN on backhaul downlink besides the
signal from its donor BS simultaneously receives co-channel
interferences from up to six neighbor BSs. A UT on access
downlink is either served by a BS and interfered by up to
six neighbor BSs, or served by a RN and interfered by up
to sixty-two neighbor RNs. Radio propagation conditions for
both signal and interference may be either LoS or NLoS.
The UMa LoS probability model is used for radio propa-

gation between BS and UT, because BS antenna is mounted
in height of 25 m, while the UMi LoS probability model is
used between RN and UT, because RN antenna is mounted
in height of 6.5 m. RNs are carefully placed, so that radio
propagation condition is LoS between serving BS and RN but
NLoS between interfering BS and RN.
The relay enhanced LTE system model shown in Fig. 1

is taken into consideration here and parameters for the relay
enhanced LTE system are given in Table II.
It is assumed for an example calculation, that a RLC SDU

comprises 1024 B and is segmented into two RLC PDUs.
RLC header, MAC header and PHY cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) are 4 B, 3 B and 3 B, respectively. A maximum
of one retransmission by the H-ARQ protocol is assumed
permitted. Neither resource assignment failure nor feedback
misdetection is taken into account in the example considered
here. It is worth noting that taking resource assignment failure
and feedback misdetection into account does not change the
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF RELAY ENHANCED UMA SCENARIO

deployment scenario UMa
layout hexagonal grid
inter-site distance 500 m
RN 1 coordinate (0.95× (2/3× 500) m, 0◦)
RN 2 coordinate (0.7× (2/3× 500) m, 18◦)
RN 3 coordinate (0.7× (2/3× 500) m, −18◦)
user distribution over area randomly and uniformly
# of BS antennas 1 tx, 1 rx
# of RN antennas 1 tx, 1 rx
# of UT antennas 1 tx, 1 rx
BS antenna height 25 m, above rooftop
RN antenna height 6.5 m, below rooftop
UT antenna height 1.5 m
BS antenna down tilt angle 12◦
RN antenna direction omni-directional
minimum distance between
UT and BS

≥ 25 m

carrier frequency 2 GHz
bandwidth 10 + 10 MHz (FDD)
radio resource usage between
BS and RN

orthogonal

association strategy best SINR
association threshold 0 dB
total BS transmit power 46 dBm for 10 MHz
total RN transmit power 20 dBm for 10 MHz
UT power class 24 dBm
BS boresight antenna gain 17 dBi
RN omni antenna gain 17 dBi
UT antenna gain 0 dBi
path loss model UMa (LoS, NLoS)
LoS probability for radio propagation
condition between BS and UT

UMa

LoS probability for radio propagation
condition between RN and UT

UMi

LoS probability for radio propagation
condition between serving BS and
RN

1

LoS probability for radio propagation
condition between interfering BS and
RN

0

BS noise figure 5 dB
RN noise figure 7 dB
UT noise figure 7 dB
thermal noise level −174 dBm/Hz

results much. Full buffer traffic on downlink and rate fair
scheduling by the BS are assumed for evaluation of CSE and
CEUSE.
This paper presents as a main contribution results for LTE

systems enhanced by multiple small cells instead of single
small cell per macro cell as published earlier [7]. The results
are presented for three relays or three picocells per cell as
an example, that is considered typical for real world systems.
Obviously, results discussed in [7] have limited scope only.
Our results are presented for three system types, namely

macro cell only, macro cell enhanced with three relays con-
nected by wireless backhaul, and macro cell enhanced with
three picocells connected by wired backhaul. As an example,
performance results of Matlab calculation for the MAC layer
are given here. Corresponding results for RLC layer do not
differ much.
In the multi-cell scenario considered a 5 m × 5 m grid is

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF RELAY ENHANCED LTE SYSTEM

system LTE
traffic full buffer
scheduling rate fair
segmentation of a RLC SDU into several RLC PDUs 2
number of max. SR-ARQ retransmissions 1
probability for feedback (ACK, NAK) loss 0
timer for upcoming feedback 0
number of max. H-ARQ retransmission 1
probability for resource assignment failure 0
probability for feedback (ACK, NAK, DTX) misdetection 0
RLC SDU 1024 B
RLC header 4 B
MAC header 3 B
PHY CRC 3 B

introduced over an 800 m × 800 m center area of the scenario.
SE is calculated as cumulative distribution function (CDF) for
each grid point. The result is presented as multi-cell scenario
map showing means of the SE CDF for each grid point in
the service area. Mean and percentile for the center cell are
derived from the overall SE CDF of the scenario, which is
summed from CDFs for all grid points in the center cell and
then scaled over the amount of these grid points.

A. SINR Map

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show SINR maps derived in this work and
in [4], respectively, under the same placement of three RNs per
cell optimized in [4]. These two maps seem quite similar to
each other, hence, this provides to some extent calibration of
our analytical methodology and validation of our calculation
results.
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Fig. 4. SINR map of relay enhanced system

Pathloss assumed for UTs served by BSs in Fig. 5 appears
to be about the same as in Fig. 4, but pathloss for UTs served
by RNs is higher reducing co-channel interference among RNs
compared to our work. Together with 2×2 multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO) transmission at both BSs and RNs
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assumed in [4] this translates into higher SE for relay enhanced
cells compared to our results gained with one antenna only at
BS, RN and UT.

B. Spectral Efficiency Map

Fig. 6 shows the multi-cell scenario SE map on MAC
layer for macro cells enhanced by three relays per cell placed
optimally according to [4].
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Fig. 6. Spectral efficiency map of relay enhanced system

Area size served by RNs 1, 2 and 3 is 11.70%, 9.78% and
9.71% of the whole cell size, respectively. Relay cells 2 and
3 partially lying in transition region between cell edge and
cell center have the same and worse coverage than relay cell
1 located in boresight of BS antenna at cell edge. Macro cell
and all three relay cells together cover 68.81% and 31.19% of
a cell, respectively.

Areas in antenna boresight of the macro BS and nearby,
and center areas in relay cells benefit from highest SE ≥ 2
bit/s/Hz and ≥ 1.5 bit/s/Hz, respectively, thanks to good radio
channel condition. Edge areas of macro cells and edge areas
of relay cells suffer from worst SE ≤ 0.5 bit/s/Hz and ≤ 1
bit/s/Hz, respectively, owing to strong co-channel interference
by adjacent macro cells and their relay cells, respectively.
Nevertheless, RNs contribute much to bring yellow, green and
light blue colors to areas, that otherwise would appear in dark
blue.
Relay cell centers have lower SE than macro cell centers,

but relay cell edges have higher SE than macro cell edges.
Access link of two-hop UTs located in center areas (resp.
edge areas) of relay cells and direct link of one-hop UTs in
center areas (resp. edge areas) of macro cells are found to
apply comparably high (resp. low) valued MCS. Since radio
resources are reused on access link of UTs served by relay
cells, some SE gain is achieved compared to UTs served by
macro cells. Since the backhaul link between macro BS and
RN consumes extra resources and the two-hop transmission
for UTs served by RNs causes more errors, some SE gain
is lost compared to UTs served by macro BSs. For UTs
located in center of relay cells SE loss on backhaul link is
dominant owing to relatively low resource consumption and
little residual error on access link, whilst for UTs at edge
of relay cells SE gain on access link dominates owing to
relatively high resource consumption and much residual error
on access link.
Relay cells 2 and 3 placed axis-symmetrically to antenna

boresight of a macro BS have same SE. Both have slightly
higher SE than relay cell 1, since the wireless backhaul links
from BS to both, RN 2 and RN 3 have better radio channel
conditions than backhaul from BS to RN 1.
SE map for a system enhanced with three picocells per cell

is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 have different scaling.
Fig. 8 is Fig. 6 with scaling of Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency map of picocell enhanced system
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Macro cells and pico cells in Fig. 7 are exactly at the same
positions as macro cells and relay cells in Fig. 8, respectively.
Users served by macro BSs see the same local SE in both

picocell enhanced and relay enhanced systems, owing to use
of the same macro BS antenna. Pico cell users are served with
significantly higher SE than relay cell users, because pico cells
have a wired backhaul not consuming any radio resources as
is the case with relay cells.
SE of the area served by relay cells is a little bit lower than

that of the area directly served by macro cell, while SE of
pico cells is much higher than that of macro cell. It is visible,
that UTs are served with a high location dependent variance
of SE in Fig. 7, while UTs are much more served fair over the
cell area in Fig. 8. Summarizing, relay enhanced systems have
better fairness in terms of location dependent SE compared to
picocell enhanced systems.

C. CDF of Spectral Efficiency for a Cell

Fig. 9 shows CDFs of SE for the whole cell and Fig. 10 SE
CDFs for the area of all small cells. Blue, red and green curves
represent macro BS only, macro BS enhanced with 3 RNs per
cell and macro BS enhanced with 3 pico BSs per cell. For the
system with macro BS only SE CDF over all small cell area
is evaluated for the areas that in the other two systems are
served by either RNs or pico BSs. CDFs are plotted only for
SE values, for which corresponding probability mass functions
(PMFs) have non-null probability.
In Fig. 9 the red curve has higher mean and smaller variance

than the blue curve. The green curve has even higher mean but
larger variance compared to the blue curve. The green curve
has higher mean and larger variance than the red curve. In
Fig. 10, as a consequence, the green SE CDF performs better
in terms of mean than the red SE CDF. However, the red SE
CDF performs better with respect to variance compared to the
green SE CDF.
SE CDFs are shown in Fig. 11 for areas of macro cell and

small cell 1 and in Fig. 12 for areas of small cell 2 and small
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cell 3.
In areas of small cells 1, 2 and 3, the relay enhanced

system raises SE compared to the BS only system, owing
to good radio channel condition on access link associating
a two-hop UT to a RN and radio resource reuse on access
links among multiple relay cells. The picocell enhanced system
further boosts SE in comparison to the relay enhanced system,
owing to wired backhauls instead of wireless ones besides
good channel condition and resource reuse on access links.

D. Spectral Efficiency of Cell and of Cell Edge User

Mean SE is a key cell performance measure, and the 5th

percentile of SE CDF is a key performance measure for cell
edge users. Mean and the 5th percentile of SE are addressed in
[2] as CSE [bit/s/Hz/cell] and CEUSE [bit/s/Hz], respectively.
Table III compares CSE over specific subareas of a cell

for the three system types considered. Taking the macro cell
without small cells as baseline, the macro cell enhanced by
three relays per cell has 12% higher SE over the whole cell,
and the macro cell enhanced by three picocells per cell has
123% higher SE over the whole cell. Hence, the picocell
enhanced macro cell is the winner in terms of CSE.
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Fig. 11. CDF of spectral efficiency over macro cell and small cell 1
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Fig. 12. CDF of spectral efficiency over small cell 2 and small cell 3

Table IV compares CEUSE. Compared to the baseline
system, the system enhanced by three relays per cell and the
system enhanced by three picocells per cell both have 10%
higher SE over the whole cell. Therefore, both systems do not
differ in CEUSE performance.

V. CONCLUSION

An analytical framework has been further developed for
evaluating SE map and SE CDFs over various areas of a cell
besides CSE and CEUSE for 3GPP LTE systems enhanced
with multiple small cells per cell, namely either relay cells or
pico cells, in a multi-cell scenario proposed in [10].
Results are presented for two example systems, one with

three RNs and the other with three pico BSs per cell positioned
optimally according to [4] close to the cell edge. It is found
that the relay enhanced and the picocell enhanced systems
raise CSE by 12% and 123%, respectively, whilst gain in
CEUSE is 10% by both systems compared to a system with
macro BS only.
Thus, it is concluded that
• CEUSE is increased by both pico cells and relay cells to
a similar degree, and

TABLE III
MEAN SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY

BS only 3 RNs 3 pico BSs
BS subcell 1.2288 1.2288 1.2288
RN1 subcell 0.5415 1.0369 4.8366
RN2 subcell 0.8329 1.2020 4.9940
RN3 subcell 0.8331 1.2045 5.0098

all RN subcells 0.7237 1.1408 4.9399
whole cell 1.0713 1.2014 2.3862

TABLE IV
5TH PERCENTILE OF SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY

BS only 3 RNs 3 pico BSs
BS subcell 0.1307 0.1307 0.1307
RN1 subcell 0.1090 0.2024 0.2319
RN2 subcell 0.1158 0.3014 0.3579
RN3 subcell 0.1176 0.3118 0.3732

all RN subcells 0.1145 0.2746 0.3223
whole cell 0.1219 0.1337 0.1337

• CSE is raised much more by pico cells compared to relay
cells.

It remains to explore according to the IMT-Advanced evalu-
ation process [10], how pico cells can be deployed to improve
LTE system performance in terms of CSE and CEUSE without
increasing variance of SE compared to a system without small
cells.
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